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*THE IMAGES IN THIS BOOK ARE CONCEPTUAL RENDERINGS AND MAY NOT ACCURATELY REPRESENT THE FINAL PROJECT.



WHY IMAGINE?

1 PARKING EXPANSION
We experience limited parking availability on Sunday 
mornings.
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2 UNITED EDUCATION CENTER
The Wisdom House urgently needs remodeling and 
repairs, with challenges including inefficient use of space, 
limited floor plans, and small classrooms.
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3WORSHIP CENTER EXPANSION
The confined lobby space inhibits connections for both 
guests and members, resulting in overcrowding and 
security issues.
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United’s ultimate goal is to reach lives in our community with the Gospel. The 
IMAGINE campaign focuses on positioning United to fulfill our divine mandate, 
measuring success through both numerical and spiritual growth. Numerical growth 
tracks participation in services, events, and the impact on lives, while spiritual growth 
gauges individuals’ deepening commitment and connection with God. In essence, 
growth is our pathway to reaching the community with the Gospel, and IMAGINE is 
the vision guiding United towards this transformative journey.

4
PLATFORM TRANSFORMATION
Our stage design, projection, and lighting systems are 
outdated, hindering the quality of photography and 
videography for our livestream and social media outreach.
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United’s commitment to growth extends 
our parking facilities. The expansion plan 
includes adding at least 30 new paved 
parking spaces, ensuring convenient 
access to our congregation and guests 
during events.
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ADDITIONAL PARKING SPACE



UNITED EDUCATION CENTER
The Wisdom House is set to undergo a remarkable 
transformation. With new classrooms, a 
spacious entry, updated bathrooms, and flooring 
throughout, it will be a vibrant hub for Sunday 
School and community activities. Adding a 
commercial kitchen will further enhance our ability 
to serve for various events and opportunities.



CHECK-IN



UNITED SCHOOL
The IMAGINE campaign includes a 
visionary plan for an education center 
that can facilitate home-schooling 
co-ops or a K-12 learning center. It 
would not just be a school, but a place 
where minds are nurtured and biblical 
values are embraced. This ambitious 
endeavor reflects our commitment to 
providing an alternative in the face of 
the increasing challenges to biblical 
values in academic atmospheres.



United’s faith extends to the 
property purchase of the Sticht 

family parcel. While there is 
no fixed timeline, this strategic 

acquisition will unlock the 
potential for more building 

options, parking, and a larger 
sanctuary. It sits at the center 

of our property, symbolizing 
our belief in a future filled with 

possibility. 

PROPERTY PURCHASE



WORSHIP CENTER EXPANSION



United’s vision for building extends 
beyond renovation. We aim to create 

modern, well-defined spaces that 
ensure beauty and functionality. 

Safety is a top priority as we 
transform these spaces to cater to 

the diverse needs of our growing 
community. This grand entrance hall 

will provide a welcoming area to 
greet guests, with the option of a 

coffee shop and small event hosting. 

WORSHIP CENTER EXPANSION



In our pursuit of excellence, 
a remodeled platform will 
feature new lights, updated 
wall colors, and state-of-the-art 
screens. This remodel creates a 
visually stunning environment 
for our in-person congregation 
and ensures optimal lighting 
for photographs and videos, 
enhancing our online presence.
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Our enthusiasm for planting a church in 
Fayetteville is met with strategic solutions to 
overcome challenges. The portable church kit 
seamlessly facilitates the initial phases, making 
set-up and tear-down in any location a breeze. 
A gym can be a church in less than 2 hours. This 
ensures that our focus remains on connecting 
with people and spreading the light of the 
Gospel.

FAYETTEVILLE CAMPUS

BEFORE
AFTER



Dear God,

As we unveil the IMAGINE vision in 
these pages, we stand in reverence 
for Your wisdom. May Your will be 
the guiding force behind each word, 
image, and aspiration. In the quiet 
moments as readers absorb these 
pages, let Your spirit stir hearts and 
kindle a collective hope for the future 

of United.

Bless our endeavors as we embark 
on this transformative journey. Infuse 
these plans with Your grace, making 
them a testament to Your unwavering 
love and power. As readers engage 
with the vision on these pages, may 
they feel the spark of inspiration and 

the call to join in this Vision.

In Jesus’ Name, we pray.




